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STACK and FASTEN



BEHIND  
THE STONE  
Learn about the D.RAIN system.
This patented system automatically 
aligns, blocks and anchors the  
panel to the wall and provides safe  
drainage in the event of  
water infiltration. – p. 18

Light and easy to handle, Beonstone panels are effortless to install. Just set them in place and screw. That’s all there is 
to it. No mortar, no glue, no mess.  – p. 12-13 or visit the INSTALLATION section at www.beonstone.com

THE SMALLEST TOOL BOX REQUIRED  
NO MORTAR, NO GLUE, NO MESS.
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AS SEEN  
  ON TELEVISION

BEFORE     
AFTER

GIVE YOUR HOME  
THE ELEGANT  
LOOK OF STONE.
« So we decided that if the roof had  
to be done, we might as well give the 
house a whole new look.  
Also, installing Beonstone allows  
the addition of compressed 
insulation board. »  – p 6



beonstone.com
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BROMONT HOME 
LOOKS PERFECT!  
Any home is more stylish  
with stone accents! – p. 12

TOO MUCH 
BLAND WHITE 
EVERYWHERE?
Live in a condo? Add warmth to your  
living space by opting for the texture 
and feel of stone. – p. 14

WE WERE LOOKING FOR  
AN INNOVATIVE SOLUTION  
AND FOUND A WHOLE  
LOT MORE!
 “When we visited our distributor, he gave us a ton of  
practical advice. We discovered the world of Beonstone, 
a world of distinctive products that enabled us to create and  
transform our living space in just a few hours.  Our renovation 
was a complete success thanks  to the exceptionally elegant 
appearance and class of natural-looking stone provided by  
Beonstone Panelized Stone Siding.” 

A COMPLETE LIST OF  

BEONSTONE DISTRIBUTORS IS 

AVAILABLE ON OUR WEBSITE.

DO YOUR OWN 
INSTALLATION 
“We enjoy renovating, and  
working with Beonstone products  
was a snap. We installed them 
ourselves!”  – p. 19

 I   SUMMARY

100% 
RENOVATION
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WE WANTED 
TO LIVE HERE.
WE FIXED IT.
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WE WANTED 
TO LIVE HERE.
WE FIXED IT.

« AND SO WE DECIDED THAT 
IF THE ROOF HAD TO BE DONE, 
WE MIGHT AS WELL GIVE THE HOUSE 
A WHOLE NEW LOOK.”. »

RENOVATION  I   OPTIONS

– UNLIKE MASONRY, THE PANELS   REQUIRE NO FOUNDATION OR   SPECIAL SUPPORT. 
–  ALLOWS THE ADDITION OF   COMPRESSED INSULATION   BOARD. 

– THEY ARE SELF-SUPPORTING.

In their early thirties, Antoine and Juliette are 
the happy parents of two young children… 
and now the happy owners of a small home 
that needed some fixing up. “When we bought 
the house, we knew that the roof would soon 
have to be done,” notes Antoine. “A few other 
things bothered us as well. It wasn’t the home of 
our dreams, but the price fit our budget.” Their 
first child arrived and then a second, much 
sooner than expected. Should they move?  

“We considered that option,” explains Juliette,  
“but we like the location here—it’s close to the 
park, the daycare, the primary school and the 
children’s grandparents. It would be difficult to 
find all that again. And so we decided that if the 
roof had to be done, we might as well give the 
house a whole new look.”

Antoine enjoys renovating. Juliette lent a hand 
whenever she could, and Antoine could also 
count on his father, who is something of a 
handyman. “In any case, it was a real pleasure 
working with the Beonstone panels. They are 
light, easy to cut, and handle really well.” 

The finish of the new overhanging section 
perfectly blends stone and wood, and Julie is 
delighted with the home’s fresh contemporary 
appearance. “We finished the work just in time 
for winter. In the spring, all that will remain is a 
bit of finishing up,” Antoine boasts, proud of his 
handiwork.

BEFORE



100% 
RENOVATION
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“Wow!” Her face beaming, Lise Lanctôt admires the new look 
of her home. No more pink aggregate finish. “We liked the 
look when the house was built 30 years ago, but later came to 
find it quite distasteful!” “The siding was also damaged by water 
infiltration,” adds her husband, Gilles Nadeau.  

At their first meeting, the exterior siding installer reassured them that a revolutionary 
new product had been on the market for a few years: Beonstone panelized stone 
siding. No mortar, no glue, no mess—these panels are quick to install and truly 
affordable. With a minimal budget for materials, they were able to give their home a 
magical facelift. “The panels are guaranteed for 50 years and have an integrated system 
that protects against water infiltration!” exclaims Gilles. “Not only do we sleep more 
easily, our house has increased in value. What more could you want?”

FOR SEVERAL MONTHS, THE LANCTÔT-
NADEAU FAMILY WERE HESITANT. THEY 
DIDN’T WANT TO MOVE, FOR THEY  
LOVED THEIR NEIGHBOURHOOD. 
RENOVATE? THIS WAS THE OBVIOUS 
CHOICE, BUT WOULD THEIR BUDGET 
ALLOW THEM TO GIVE THEIR HOME THE 
APPEARANCE OF STONE THEY FOUND  
SO APPEALING?*

BEFORE

– NO MORTAR, NO GLUE, NO MESS
– INSTALLS QUICKLY
– TRULY AFFORDABLE
– GUARANTEED FOR 50 YEARS
– INTEGRATED SYSTEM PROTECTS   AGAINST WATER INFILTRATION
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LIVING IN COMFORT   I   FACELIFT



OUR PROFESSIONAL 
WILL ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS 

THAT MAY HAVE COME TO MIND 
SINCE YOU STARTED 

TO THINK ABOUT INSTALLING 
BEONSTONE PANELIZED STONE 

SIDING YOURSELF.
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DOES BEONSTONE GO WELL 
WITH OTHER MATERIALS?
Absolutely! The panels are available 
in three natural stone textures 
with three colour options. You have a 
wide range of choices to give 
your home a contemporary, traditional 
or country look.TIPS 

OF THE 
TRADE

 ——  Vertical plank

 ——  Transition sill cap

 ——  Canyon stone texture

 ——  Natural wood

 ——  Transition sill cap

 ——  Classic stone texture

 ——  Metabloc

 ——  Element stone texture



beonstone.com

TIPS OF THE TRADE   I   INTERVIEW OF THE MONTH

HOW DO I INSTALL THE PANELS AROUND DOORS 
AND WINDOWS?
If you are renovating without changing the doors and windows, all you have 
to do is install aluminum moulding to finish around the edges. If you decide 
to change these openings, it’s even easier since you can align the panels directly 
with the frame of the opening. 

IS IT EXPENSIVE?
Two factors determine the cost: material 
and installation. As for installation, you 
can save a great deal by installing the 
panels yourself. On the other hand, an 
experienced installer such as myself 
brings expertise to the project and 
works quickly and efficiently. After all, 
experience must worth something!
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YOU WILL FIND ON OUR WEBSITE  

A COMPLETE INSTALLATION GUIDE 

AND DEMONSTRATION VIDEOS  

TO GUIDE YOU.

WHAT ARE BEONSTONE PANELIZED 
STONE SIDING MADE OF? 
The highly resistant panels are made of light concrete 
with colouring incorporated right into the mixture. 
Beonstone panelized stone siding are guaranteed 
for 50 years. 

WILL I NEED SPECIAL TOOLS?
Exceptionally light, Beonstone panels are easy to handle and cut. 
All you need to install them is a circular bench saw or mitre saw 
with a diamond blade.

ARE THE PANELS 
WATERTIGHT?
The panels include an integrated 
system to prevent water infiltration. 
When preparing the wall, you begin 
by installing water-repellant paper 
and sealing the joints with construction 
tape. The ingenious mechanical 
anchoring system creates a natural 
airspace when the Beonstone panels 
are installed. This structure directs 
any possible water infiltration down 
to the base of the wall. Air circulation 
behind the panels prevents humidity 
from building up and causing mould 
to form.

DO I NEED TO REINFORCE THE WALL AND FOUNDATION 
BEFORE INSTALLING THE PANELS?
There are no specific structural requirements. You can install the panels inside 
or outside directly on a partition wall or concrete foundation. If you wish, you can 
begin by installing compressed panels for better insulation.

Foundation Standard framed wall with OSB  
or plywood and rigid insulation

Standard framed wall  
with OSB or plywood

Standard framed wall  
with flexible siding

Straight finish with silicone seal Finish with aluminum trim Finish with window sill



A well-designed blend of siding and stone adds modern 
elegance to the architectural design of a residence. 
Just be sure to give the stone accents the distinction 
they deserve. 

The same principle applies to interior design. 
Mixing wood and glass or other materials creates a truly 
contemporary atmosphere. Giving a section of wall 
a stone accent, for example, brings out the warmth 
of the wood. 

Jennifer Morand, designer

WANT TO GIVE YOUR  
HOME A TRULY 
COMTEMPORARY 
APPEARANCE? 
TRY MIXING MATERIALS!    

DESIGNER   I   MIXING MATERIALS
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METAL LACQUER

WOOD STUCCO



PERFECT HARMONY IS THE RESULT WHEN  
ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES ARE THE RIGHT BLEND OF 
TEXTURES, FORMS AND COLOURS.

ELEMENT

CLASSIC

CANYON

ELEMENT – OVO Beige

CLASSIC – CAMEO Beige

CANYON – CAMEO Beige

ELEMENT – CARBO Grey

CLASSIC – CARBO Grey

CANYON – CARBO Grey

ELEMENT – OXO Black

CLASSIC – TERO Brown

CANYON – TERO Brown

THE PRODUCT COLOURS IN THIS BROCHURE ARE AS ACCURATE AS PHOTOGRPAHY AND PRINTING CAN MAKE THEM. WE STRONGLY SUGGEST, HOWEVER,  
THAT YOU BASE YOUR FINAL CHOICE OF PRODUCT COLOUR ON AN ACTUAL SAMPLE RATHER THAN ON THE IMAGES IN THE BROCHURE.  
SOME IMAGES HAVE BEEN REPLICATED.
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BROMONT
HOME LOOKS
PERFECT! 
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The house in Bromont was perfect…well almost. 
An extra bedroom for a second child. A finished 
basement. A beautiful yard. A garage. A large 
shed. And only a few kilometres from Robert’s 
new job. There was just one small problem… 

His wife had a premonition: the house would 
look so much better with stone accents!  
Robert was sure that it would be complicated 
and expensive to redo the chimney, column 
and gables in stonework. They decided to buy 
the house anyway and do the renovations 
themselves. 

BROMONT
HOME LOOKS
PERFECT! 

“…AN INNOVATIVE SOLUTION. 
BEONSTONE PANELS MADE 
INSTALLATION OF THE NEW  
SIDING  EASY EVEN IN LESS  
ACESSIBLE AREAS.”

DO IT YOURSELF   I   OPTIONS

– UNLIKE MASONRY, THE PANELS   REQUIRE NO FOUNDATION OR   SPECIAL SUPPORT. 
–  THE PANELS ARE LIGHT, EASY   TO HANDLE AND SIMPLY   SCREW IN PLACE.

– THEY ARE SELF-SUPPORTING.
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When they presented their project,  
the distributor had an innovative solution. 
Beonstone panels made installation of the new 
siding easy even in less accessible areas.  
And with screw-fastened sills, installation 
couldn’t be easier!  

Now Lynda and Robert are sure: their Bromont 
home is perfect!



DESIGNER   I   A TOUCH OF WARMTH
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Chatting one day with her colleague Martin, he told her 
about a new product he had just used for the siding on his 
outdoor chimney. “He promised me that Beonstone panels 
are designed for both indoor and outdoor applications.” With 
these reassurances, she jumped into the project. 

“In just one day, everything was finished! 
No mortar, no glue, no mess. And the panels are 
easy to install! I’m so proud of myself and 
my new living room!”

“SINCE I MOVED IN, 
HOWEVER, I FIND THAT 
IT LACKS WARMTH AND 
ATMOSPHERE. THERE’S 
TOO MUCH BLAND WHITE 
EVERYWHERE FOR MY TASTE.”

BEFORE

When Mary visited a condo in the heart of downtown 
last fall, she was delighted. Modern and functional, it 
was just a stone’s throw from restaurants, show venues 
and her workplace. She wouldn’t even have to drive!  

After Mary spent a few weeks browsing through 
interior design magazines, she decided to make some 
changes to her condo. “My work schedule doesn’t leave 
me a lot of free time. I’m not very good with my hands 
either, and I didn’t want to bother my friends or brother. 
Since I’m on the 12th floor, bringing in the material is also 
a problem.”



50

* For all the details concerning this warranty, visit beonstone.com

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION   I   BEONSTONE.COM

For additional information, 
visit our website

beonstone.com

years of 
warranty*
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ELEGANCE
Give your home the distinctive beauty you 
have always dreamed of. All of our trendy 
European sidings perfectly reproduce the 
look of natural stone and are synonymous 
with elegance and comfort. Available in three 
popular colours, each of our three unique 
finishes blends perfectly with most current 
materials for a simply spectacular result! 

PERFORMANCE
Durable and versatile, Beonstone products 
are designed for both interior and outdoor 
applications, thanks to their integrated 
drainage system. No particular structure 
is required: the siding you choose can be 
installed directly onto a standard framed 
wall and works with any type of building. 
Thinking of renovating or constructing? 
Beonstone is the perfect choice for any 
project.

EASY  
INSTALLATION
When it comes time to renovate, you will be 
amazed how easy it is  to install Beonstone 
products. The siding panels are light and 
easy to handle. Simply set them in place 
and screw them on. It’s that simple!  In just 
a few hours, the architectural style of a room 
or even  your whole house will have a fresh 
new look!

ADDED VALUE
The distinctive and warm appeal of natural 
stone is available for a fraction of the cost!  
No one will be able to tell the difference— 
you alone will know that the secret is 
Beonstone patented siding.

50 YEAR  
WARRANTY
Beonstone architectural panels are 
remarkably durable. For this reason, the 
structural integrity of the concrete and the 
performance of Beonstone architectural 
panels are guaranteed for 50 years from 
the date of purchase, when installed  in 
accordance with applicable codes and 
procedures on a structure that meets  local 
building codes.
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STEP-BY-STEP  
INSTALLATION
The VIDEO CLIPS and TECHNICAL GUIDE explain the main steps 
in installing Beonstone panelized stone siding as part of your project. 
You can download the technical guide and a complete series of 
drawings showing typical layouts and cuts you may need. You can 
access this section by clicking the DOWNLOAD link on our website.

beonstone.com/installation

FOR TOOLS, 
IDEAS, 
AND PROJECTS  
TO INSPIRE 
YOU...

beonstone.com/download
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2
3

4

The appearance and cost of material plays a key role in choosing residential 
siding. The technical specifications, however, are critical to your investment 
over the long term.

A quality siding must be designed to protect the house. For this reason, 
it needs to provide adequate ventilation and prevent water infiltration. 
Resistance is also an important consideration: the siding shouldn’t come 
loose, crack or deteriorate.

Among new products on the market, Beonstone panels meet all these 
criteria. With the integrated D.RAIN system expressly designed to prevent 
water infiltration, the panels are guaranteed for 50 years. Manufactured from 
concrete using a new technology, they are more impervious than other 
similar products made of thinner plastic material.

Get the information and compare the various products on the market before 
making a decision. An informed choice now will prevent unpleasant surprises 
down the road.

Philippe Samson, Engineer

TIPS FROM OUR WORKSHOPS   I   ENGINEERS

The D.RAIN system built into the back of every  
panel  automatically aligns, blocks and anchors  
the panel and provides  for safe drainage in  
the event of water infiltration.

D.RAIN PATENTED SYSTEM

1 Mechanical anchoring system 
•  Panels attach firmly

• Maximum stability

2 Coloured concrete
•  Will not discolour

• Colour remains intact even if 
 the panel is damaged

3 Drainage
• Prevents excess humidity 
 and mildew

•  An air space allows the  
 wall to ventilate

4 Self-aligning and  
self-blocking system  

• Easy to install

• Structurally strong

Typical structure of a standard outside wall

DESIGNED AND 
MANUFACTURED IN CANADA

Insulation

OSB or Plywood

Beonstone 
panelized stone siding

Skeleton

Water barrier paper

Elastomeric membrane
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Once the decision was made, the project went ahead quickly. 
Sylvie and Alain wanted to do much of the work themselves. 
“We both enjoy renovating, and working with Beonstone products was a 
snap. We installed them ourselves!” Sylvie exclaims proudly. 
With all the information we had gathered, as well as the technical 
guides and demonstration videos, installing the stone panels was 
really easy. “Just fit one panel into another, fasten with two screws 
and you’re done,” declares Alain with a bright smile.

“THE IDEA HAD BEEN 
SIMMERING IN THE BACK 
OF OUR MINDS FOR A WHILE. 
EVERYWHERE WE WENT, 
SYLVIE WOULD POINT 
OUT RENOVATIONS 
MADE WITH STONE. 

The couple are convinced that investing a modest 
amount to give their residence a makeover was definitely 
worthwhile. “The look of stone has given our home new 
charm and added value to the property. It looks new,” 
concludes Sylvie.

BEONSTONE EXPERIENCE   I   PROFILE

“We talked about what we liked… and what we didn’t. We also visited several renovation shows, where 
we discovered a product that was perfect for our situation.” 

beonstone.com/testimonials
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PANELIZED 
STONE  
SIDING

beonstone.com
PATENTED SYSTEM

Take a photo of your Beonstone renovation project  
BEFORE THE WORK begins.

AFTER THE WORK, take another photo of your renovation project.  
Be sure to mention whether you did the work yourself.

SEND US THE TWO PHOTOS by uploading them to the 
Contest section of our website or forwarding them by email 
to: concours@beonstone.com.

LIKE and SHARE the photos of your renovation on our Facebook page.  
Every “LIKE” that your renovation receives will give you an additional entry in the 
draw for the grand winner, so share your photos as much as possible!

By entering the Beonstone Win Your Renovation 
contest, you grant Beonstone the right to use the 

photos of your renovations on our website, as well as 
in print material and online advertising, without any 
time limit. You also agree to allow Beonstone to take 

photos of your renovations. Finally, you agree to  
make a client testimonial video for promotional 

purposes, if Beonstone so requests.

The winner, who will be announced on September 15, 2016, will receive the amount spent  
on Beonstone products for a renovation project up to a value of $5,000.

P A R T I C I P A T E  I N  T H E
“WIN YOUR RENOVATIONS”

C O N T E S T
Enter between April 1 and September 1, 2016 

for your chance to win your complete renovation project  
without spending a penny…or almost!  

BEONSTONE’S 

RENOVATION  

CONTEST

WIN UP TO $5,000

All the contest details are available at 

beonstone.com/contest 

PANELIZED 
STONE  
SIDING

beonstone.com
PATENTED SYSTEM


